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the 
need
WHO has declared the COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak as Public Health 
Emergency of international concern and has raised the risk assessment of 
China, Regional Level and Global Level to Very High and “all countries should 
be prepared for containment, including active surveillance, early detection, 
isolation and case management, contact tracing and prevention of onward 
spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection.  

Among the factors affecting cluster containment, Isolation of cases and 
quarantine of contacts are the mainstay of ‘outbreak containment’. 

Isolation refers to separation of individuals who are ill and suspected or 
confirmed of COVID-19. All suspect cases detected in the containment/buffer 
zones (till a diagnosis is made), will be hospitalised and kept in isolation in a 
designated facility till such time they are tested negative. 

Quarantine is a means of compulsory separation and confinement, with 
restriction of movement, is required, to isolate healthy individuals or groups, 
who have potentially been exposed to an agent and to prevent further 
infections should infection occur.
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the design 
brief

D’Source, through its D'source Corona Design Challenge, seeks a 
creative, innovative, out-of-the-box solutions to 

• Design of Modular Portable Isolation Facility for CoronaVirus or Covid-19  

• Product design of a modular and portable isolation system to be used in 
hospitals, homes or in quarantine facilities 

• To be deployed in various situations, locations and environmental 
conditions 

• Modular set-up and assembly features 

• To be set up easily in a short time using minimum number of people Oh Young-jun cares for critically ill patients infected 
with the novel coronavirus in a negative-pressure 
isolation ward.(Oh Young-jun / “Nursing Story”)
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requirement

An isolation facility aims to control the airflow in the room so that the number 
of airborne infectious particles is reduced to a level that ensures cross-infection 
of other people within a healthcare facility is highly unlikely. 

patients can be isolated in individual isolation rooms or negative pressure 
rooms with 12 or more air-changes per hour. 

In resource constrained settings, all positive COVID-19 cases can be cohorted in 
a ward with good ventilation and all suspect cases should also be cohorted in a 
separate ward 

A minimum distance of 1 meter needs to be maintained between adjacent 
beds. All such patients need to wear a triple layer surgical mask at all times. 

Post signages on the door indicating that the space is an isolation area. 

Avoid any non-essential furniture  

To create a 10 bed facility, a minimum space of 2000 sq. feet area clearly  
segregated from other patient care areas is required. 

Preferably the isolation ward should have a separate entry/exit  

Provide double door entry with changing room and nursing station. 

Stock the PPE supply and linen in the change room. 

Place appropriate & designated waste bags in a bin in the isolation room.  

Storage provision of minimal patients personal belongings and for water 
bottle, cups, tissue wipes, and all items necessary for attending to personal 
hygiene within the patient’s reach 

Provision for a wash basin with soap and alcohol-based hand rub 

Provision for alcohol-based at the door area.  

Ensure adequate room ventilation. 

The isolation ward should have a separate toilet with proper cleaning and 
supplies

SOURCE: COVID -19 Outbreak - Guidelines for Setting up Isolation Facility/Ward - 
National Centre for Disease Control, Directorate General of Health Services Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare, Government of India 
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existing 
systems
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corrugated 
panel concept

shipping 
container 

based design
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explorations
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capacity to adjust in size to meet a practical need.  

functional doubles with two opposite states: one folded and 
passive, the other, unfolded and active.  

grow and shrink, expand and contract, according to functional 
need.
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final design 
concept
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‘CORROTIME’ is conceptualised as a solution for quick deployment of quarantine or isolation 
facilities using shipping container architecture, and to any kind of location that’s accessible by 
road. 

Shipping container architecture is a form of architecture using steel intermodal containers 
(shipping containers) as structural element. These containers are in many ways an ideal 
building material because they are strong, durable, stackable, cuttable, movable, modular, 
plentiful and relatively cheap. They have been used to build many types of buildings such as 
homes, offices, apartments, schools, dormitories, artists' studios and emergency shelters; and 
even swimming pools. They are also used to provide temporary secure spaces on construction 
and large installation sites 

Each standard CORROTIME module is fully equipped and factory fitted with furniture, 
lighting, oxygen & vacuum tubings, IV holders, and privacy partitions between patients. The 
modules are also provided with inlet and outlet ducting for air-conditioning and to enable 
negative pressures. Every module can be connected to a common electric, water and drain 
source and to an Air Handling Unit (AHU) that contains the HEPA filters, to regulate any 
biological cross-contamination. 

The uniqueness of CORROTIME is that each module can expand from a standard container 
into an ergonomically planned space for comfortably housing 5 patients, including the 
differently-abled. Safe distance of a minimum of 1m is maintained between the patients.  

The decor and choice of furniture are carefully planned to ensure utmost hygiene, while at 
the same time, establishing a soothing ambience. 

The standard container sized CORROTIME can expand to about two and half times its 
floor space. Side walls unfolds out to form the floor and the roof of the extended space, 
and the inner walls slide out to form the external boundaries of the expanded space. Air and 
water proofing is ensured with nitrile/ silicone weathering beadings along the mating 
surfaces. 

A 10 bed facility with anti-room, nurse station and toilets can be quickly set up with just four 
modules and occupies just about 130 square meters. All aisle and doorways are planned for 
easy stretcher and wheelchair movements. A typical 10-bed CORROTIME facility consists of  
two, 5-bed module, one anti-room + nurse station module and one toilet+bath module, 
that are interconnected with each other. Air and water proofing is ensured with nitrile/ 
silicone weathering beadings along the each container mating surfaces. 

Multiple such units can be established for larger requirements and can be planned as per the 
space availability.

Features of CORROTIME 

1. Modular by design 

All CORROTIME modules confirms to a standard 20 feet container dimension, 
in terms of width and height and length measurements and as such they 
provide modular elements that can be combined into larger structures. This 
simplifies design, planning and transport. As they are already designed to 
interlock, it enables ease of mobility during transportation 

2. Highly Customisable 

Due to their shape and material for construction, CORROTIME modules can be 
easily modified to create various other facilities: ICU, doctors consulting facility, 
cafeteria, etc.  

3. Rugged and highly Durable: Can last a lifetime 

CORROTIME modules, by nature, are designed to be stacked in high columns, 
carrying heavy loads, hence, enabling vertical configurations, where space 
becomes a constraint! They are also designed to resist harsh environments, and 
hence can be deployed outdoors spaces @ stadiums, car parks, open grounds, 
etc. 

4. Almost a Plug-and-Play system 

Since every module is factory fitted and the ability to be transported as a 
complete module, very minimal installation and labour is required on-site. 
Most of the furniture can be integrated with the structure, making it rugged 
and highly durable. Its as good as a plug-and-play system. Further, its 
orientation is adaptable to the the site orientation.  

5. Ease of Transportation 

Because they already conform to standard shipping sizes, CORROTIME modules 
can be easily transported by ship, truck, or rail and installed with the help of a 
crane of a forklift.  

6. Ease of Manufacture & Availability 

Since shipping containers can be fabricated with basic infrastructure and 
because of their wide-spread use, new and used ones can be easily produced 
or refurbished to developed into a CORROTIME module. 

7. Lesser impact on the environment 

A 20ft shipping container weights over about two tonnes. When upcycling 
shipping containers, thousands of kilograms of steel are saved. In addition 
when building with containers, the amount of traditional building materials 
needed (i.e. bricks and cement) are reduced.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipping_container
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upcycling
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final design 
concept
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detailed 
design
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DIFFERENT 40-BED LAYOUT 
CONFIGURATIONS 

• ‘corro-time’ is factory fitted and fully equipped to minimise on-
site installation time. 

• ‘corro-time’ are with mild steel. they are rugged, strong and 
highly durable. the also help safe guard the equipment inside. 

• requires minimal on-site preparation and installation. 

• flexibility in layout: adaptable to on-site space availability. 

• flexibility in configuration: space in ‘corro-time’ can quickly 
transformed to changing requirements. 

• totally sealed modules to enable negative pressures. 

• gaskets/ weathering strip between module mating surfaces . 

• occupies minimal footprint. 

• minimal labour requirement for installation.

layout 
options
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BOQ
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S.No DESCRIPTION QTY.

1 20 Feet Container 1 units

2 Extensions (Roof panel, Floor Panel, Side walls) 2 units

3 Thermal & Acoustics Insulation 60 sqm

4 Interior Wall panels 60 sqm

5 Interior Roof panels 36 sqm

6 Flooring 36 sqm

7 Exterior Painting 165 sqm

8 Beds 5 units

9 Side table + shelves 5 units

10 Medical Table + shelf 1 units

11 Recycle Bin set 1 units

12 Main Door- 4 ft. double door 1 units

13 Toilet door- 3 ft. single door 1 units

14 Emergency door- 4 ft. double door 1 units

15 Windows, 2 ft. x 4 ft. 4 units

16 LED Lighting 9 units

17 Wall-mounted fans 5 units

18 Split airconditioner, 2 tons 1 units

19 Oxygen & Vacuum piping & outlets 5 units

20 Curtain partitions 10 units

21 IV fluid bracket 5 units

22 Electrical & Wiring 1 set

23 Exhaust duct, HEPA filters 1 units

24 Weathering strips 1 set

5-bed CORROTIME module


